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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 

1. Course unit title: Social Psychology 
2. Course unit code: PSY 3025 
3. Type of course unit: compulsory 
4. Level of course unit: Master 
5. Year of study: first 
6. Semester: second 
7. Number of ECTS credits allocated: 3 
8. Name of lecturer: Prof. Valery Stoyanov, PhD 
9. Learning outcomes of the course unit: The objective of the course ‘Social Psychology’ is to 
acquaint students with the essence of the behaviour of an individual and groups of individuals 
during disasters, emergencies and catastrophes and the possibilities for management of mass 
behaviour in order casualties and injuries to be avoided in the process of rescue operations. 

10. Mode  of delivery: face-to-face 
11. Prerequisites and co-requisites: Students who are doing the course ‘Social Psychology’ should be 
aware of and use basic philosophical, psychological and sociological terms. 

12. Course contents: The course includes the following basic topics: Psychological analysis of 
situations. Extreme and critical situations; Essence of the psychological stress. Factors which 
influence reactions to stress. Stress and behaviour of people in different situations; Essence of the 
numerous incidents. Behaviour of people in the incidental multitude; Panic as a social and psychical 
phenomenon. Panic and the crowd. Behaviour of people in the crowd. Possibilities for prevention of 
panic during operations for overcoming consequences of emergencies, catastrophes and natural 
disasters; Methodology for work with people in a state of shock and evacuation of people from the 
place of the disaster, emergency or catastrophe; Overcoming the consequences of stress within the 
actions in connection with dealing disasters, emergencies and catastrophes. Carrying out individual 
and group debriefing. 

13. Recommended or required reading: 
А л е к с а н д р о в, И., Стоянов, В. (2011). Психични последици от пиратско нападение и 

продължително пленничество при български моряци-част първа. В: Приложна психология и социална практика. 
Том I. Варна, ВСУ”Ч. Храбър”, с. 380-385.   

A р ъ н с ъ н, Е. (2009).Чoвeкът - "Сoциaлнo живoтнo". София, изд. „Дамян Яков”. 
Н е ш е в, П. (2010). Проблеми на социалната психология. София 
С т о я н о в, В. (2007). Поведение на хората в ситуации, представляващи заплаха за живота и здравето 

им. Приложни аспекти за корабоплаването. Варна, ВВМУ. 
С т о я н о в, В. (2011). Психичен стрес в организацията. Системен модел за изследване. Варна, ВСУ 

„Черноризец Храбър” . 
С т о я н о в, В. (2009). Посттравматичното стресово разстройство. Същност, превенция, терапия. В., 

Псидо. 
14. Planned learning activities and teaching methods: Lectures, contact hours, independent work 
15. Assessment methods and criteria: The training ends with a defence of a course project in the 
amount of 10-15 pages on topics given by the lecturer. The topics are determined by the lecturer for 
each course depending on current events related to various disasters, emergencies and catastrophes. 
Guidelines for the design and content development are given during the training and contact hours. 
The paper is formed as required to research on clearly stated aims and objectives and references. 
The final semester grade is formed as a sum of the grade given for the preparation of the course 
assignment and its defence in the ratio 0.4 for the development and 0.6 for the defence. The defence 
is at the group and includes: presentation, defence of the fundamental theses and answering the 
questions of the lecturer and other students. 

16. Language of instruction: Bulgarian 
17. Work placement: none 


